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We endlessly hear about 
the transformative power 
of the internet and the 
information age that 

we are now experiencing. Apparently 
content is king and the future for 
writers is to be liberated from the 
impediments of traditional publishing. 
We hear less that authors incomes are 
declining sharply, that fewer books are 
being published at much lower prices 
and fewer and fewer journalists are 
employed. And we rarely hear that our 
readers are happy to pay for content – 
with the internet comes the assumption 
of free. An assumption promoted by the 
algorithms of one of the world’s largest 
and most profitable media businesses. 

In the last year and now in the year 
ahead, Copyright Agency aims to 
advocate in the strongest possible 
way for the rights of our members 
to be treated with equity and to be 
fairly remunerated for their IP. And 
in this argument we are advocating 
for publishers as well as authors. 
The futurists are apt to talk of the 
disintermediation of publishers, but if 

it wasn’t for the searching for talent, 
investing in writing and ideas and the 
marketing and selling of works by 
publishers, we would have a much 
diminished cultural, educational, 
business and political life. However we 
may judge the differences between 
authors and publishers over rights and 
profit shares, the two communities in 
harness have helped create a body of 
work that is at the very heart of national 
culture and education. We need the 
next generation to be convinced that 
this is work that must be respected and 
rewarded in new business models that 
will work alongside and then start to 
replace our traditional structures.

Copyright Agency accepts it has a 
serious responsibility to fully participate 
in what is a massive international battle 
to convince digital natives that paying 
for content is right.

But we also need to build a business 
that is fit for purpose and a business 
that is fully engaged with the way our 
readers and consumers are thinking 
and behaving, whilst we look to meet 
and protect our members’ ambitions.

Our themes for the year are to 
enhance equity, build trust through 
transparency and expand our 
engagement. You might say all 
motherhood statements, but to achieve 
each of them involves a program of 
investment, staff development and 
cultural change.

Our new operations system is 
now implemented and has helped 
us distribute a record amount of 
money to members faster and with 
improved equity. Those systems 
can be further enhanced to allow 
our members and partners and 
customers a much clearer view 
of how we do business that we 
hope will continue to build trust 
– something we see as central 
to our long term relationships. 
Over the years, Copyright 
Agency has been viewed as 

a tough negotiator and an opaque 
business. We are determined to 
improve our external relationships – not 
by giving away the rights of members, 
but by delivering fair and well justified 
deals to our partner customers.

In this year, we have laid foundation 
stones for developments that will give 
us the basis to make content more and 
more readily available and in ways that 
users can and will see the value for 
their payments.

In addition in 2011–12, we have 
achieved a number of milestones of 
which management and staff can be 
amazingly proud. This report details 
a high water mark for us in many 
respects – but for me the payment to 
our membership of in excess of $140m 
is the most amazing. Now one billion 
dollars has been distributed since the 
establishment of Copyright Agency. Jim 
Alexander has driven his talented team 
to these new heights and I hope you, the 
membership, realise how hard they have 
fought for your interests and how much 
has been achieved on your behalf.

The year is also a watershed in our 
relationship to the visual arts. Last year 
I was able to congratulate staff for the 
successful launch of the resale royalty 
scheme – this year they are being 
tasked with the role of servicing Viscopy 
who we now welcome as partners and 
colleagues. Viscopy will use the services 
of Copyright Agency to deliver money to 
artists through their varied offerings and 
we hope we can meet and exceed their 
expectations in 2013.

A year ago I wondered if we were 
reaching some sort of plateau or 
pinnacle, but now we are there I can 
see opportunities opening ahead that 
should make the future as exciting and 
valuable as our history.

Alexander (Sandy) Grant 
Chair
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This chapter in Copyright 
Agency’s history brings with 
it change and promise as 
the company transforms to 

meet the demands and challenges 
of creativity and commerce in the 
constantly evolving environment of 
published content.

Copyright Agency is no stranger 
to change since it first began 
distributing royalties to members 
in 1989.  No longer a makeshift 
response to an urgent need to deal 
with a marked change in the way that 
educators and others used published 
content as the photocopier moved 
into the classroom, Copyright Agency 
now represents nearly 25,000 
creators and publishers whose works 
are scanned, emailed, downloaded 
and yes, still photocopied.

As the capacity of technology 
to deliver content in faster and in 
more diverse ways has sped up and 
reshaped the classroom, lecture 
hall and office, the organisation has 
moved to keep pace and in at least 
some ways, is a step ahead.

We have a business system in 
place that’s moving distributions 
out to members more quickly and 
cost-effectively than ever before 
while allowing greater analysis 
of usage data and new methods 
for monitoring information stored 
in electronic databases such as 
our Moodle plug-in developed to 
help licensees manage copyright 
and reporting requirements. Our 
research and rights management 
processes are now quite transformed 
from those fledgling early, manual 
operations as we deal with the 
complexities of digital work 
environments and the segmentation 
of content. Through the use of 
scanning and sophisticated look 
up tools that draw on global 
databases and repositories, our 
processing of usage data has come 

a long way. And our own online 
offerings in commercial licensing, 
digital publishing information and 
infringement monitoring have proven 
their usefulness by the response 
they have had in the marketplace 
and the community.

There has been much discussion 
of the importance of transparency 
around the way in which the fees 
generated under the licences we 
administer are distributed among 
rightsholders. This year we were 
able to take a significant step in 
distributing payments to members 
through our new business system – 
direct payments to members whose 
works had been registered with us.

As we see more works registered 
for direct payments we will be able 
to more readily manage the payment 
shares among rightsholders, 
demonstrating the original objective 
of the statutory licences and 
reflecting the best industry practice.  
We are working closely with industry 
and our members to shape new 
models, designed to better meet 
these goals.

The changes we have been 
making have been in consultation 
with all stakeholders – working more 
closely with licensees who wish 
to use and share content in easier 
ways.  Copyright Agency actively 
takes part in the many conversations 
that are taking place changing the 
shape and course of our work, 
business and the community, from 
the review of copyright legislation 
by the Australian Law Reform 
Commission to exploring new 
ways of sharing content between 
producers and users.

I hope you share my satisfaction 
in what we have achieved on 
behalf of our members this year 
while also taking great pleasure in 
seeing the many new works and 
opportunities that have been made 

possible through our members’ 
support of Copyright Agency Cultural 
Fund. This, along with the success 
of the resale royalty scheme in 
rewarding Australian artists and 
the commencement of our new 
relationship with Viscopy, the rights 
management organisation for 
visual artists, has underpinned the 
highlights of the year.

Copyright Agency strives today 
to be an organisation for tomorrow. 
We have invested the time and 
funds to develop the technology, 
the knowledge and the skills of the 
people to enable the organisation 
to improve on ways to fairly reward 
creators and publishers of content 
while providing easier ways for users 
to share information, stories and art.

Jim Alexander 
Chief Executive

CEO REPORT
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Copyright Agency is 
an Australian rights 
management organisation 
working within the text 

publishing and visual arts markets. 
Our members include authors, artists, 
poets and publishers.

We work with creators and users of 
copyright material to provide simple 
legal solutions to reproduce, store and 
share copyright material at the same 
time delivering fair payment to the 
rights owners of that content.

Continued developments in the 
digital world bring ever increasing 
changes to the ways in which 
information and creative content is 
delivered and accessed online. It is 
within this environment that Copyright 
Agency licenses the use of content, 
collects licence fees and distributes 
payments.

We are appointed by the Australian 
Government to manage the statutory 
licences set out in the Copyright 
Act 1968 for the education and 

government sectors and to manage 
the artists’ resale royalty scheme.

We also license the use of our 
members’ works for a range of uses 
by corporations, local governments 
and others.

Copyright Agency also plays an 
important role in fostering valuable 
contributions to our broader cultural 
economy through the activities of the 
Copyright Agency Cultural Fund.

ABOUT 
US 

OUR BUSINESS  
AT A GLANCE

Licensees – Schools, universities, 
government, corporations

Usage 
data

Licence  
fees

Data processing

Apportion 
licence fees

$$ in trust for rightsholders

Identify rightsholders

Payments to rightsholders

On payment to other rightsholders

Statutory licences in the  
Copyright Act 1968

Authority from members: 
authors, publishers, journalists,  

visual artists, photographers

Works available to licensees

Sales 
data

Resale 
royalties

Art market 
professionals  

and clients
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There are 10 directors on the Copyright 
Agency Board; one is elected Chair of the 
board by the directors and is an independent.
• one author director elected by Copyright 

Agency’s author members
• one publisher director elected by Copyright 

Agency’s publisher members
• two directors appointed by the Australian 

Society of Authors (ASA directors)
• two directors appointed by the Australian 

Publishers Association (APA directors)
• four independent directors appointed by the 

board, including the independent Chair.

OUR 
PEOPLE

Sandy Grant 
Appointed APA 
director: 2002; Elected 
independent Chair 2009

David Barnett
Appointed APA director: 
November 2011 

Brownyn Bancroft
Appointed independent 
director: 2008 

Martin Spears
Appointed APA director: 
2003 – November 2011

Malcolm Knox 
Elected author director: 
2006

Lucy Russell
Appointed APA director: 
2010

Libby Gleeson AM 
Appointed ASA director: 
2005 

Jeremy Fisher
Appointed ASA director: 
2010

Anthony Bertini
Appointed independent 
director: 2010

Brian Johns AO
Appointed independent 
director: 2001

Rodney Martin 
Elected publisher director: 
2004

DIRECTORS
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In a difficult global economic 
climate, 2011–12 has been a year of 
unprecedented achievement for our 
organisation as we

• distributed a record $141 .6 million 
to our members – the writers, visual 
artists and publishers who create 
content and own copyright 

• saw our licence fees remain steady 
as we were able to deliver more and 
in better ways to benefit both users 
and creators of content

• reduced average claim times by 
300% through the investment in the 
latest technology to deliver member 
payments via the member online 
portal

• connected with our members and 
the wider community in many new 
ways including the highly  successful 
seminar, Digital Publishing Today

• launched Digital Publishing 
Australia, a new online resource for 
digital publishing

• invested over $12 million since 1995 
into the cultural community through 
the Copyright Agency Cultural Fund .

The year has also seen challenges . 
The move to view internet material as 
free material for use regardless of the 
content owners’ intentions continues to 
gain momentum . Policy representation 
and clear communications to policy 
and decision makers as well as 
members on the implications and 
the impact of such views have been 
undertaken on behalf of our members 
and this continues to be an ongoing 
and developing campaign .

Issues about usage data quality and 
quantity have led to innovations which 
have yielded efficiencies and more 
equitable distributions methods for 
members . 

THE YEAR 
IN REVIEW

n  Annual Seminar, Digital Publishing 
Today . Melbourne, February 2012 . 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY COPYRIGHT AGENCY
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There are many challenges today 
for businesses and livelihoods 
built around copyright. 
Responding to changes in the 

publishing, education and information 
sectors is essential to our organisation. 
Our core values serve as a framework, 
guiding every aspect of our business. 
These values underpin how we 
make decisions, how we respond to 
challenges and opportunities and how 
we measure our success.

In the year ahead, Copyright Agency 
will maintain focus on our guiding 
themes – equity, transparency and 
engagement – to seek out, review 
and develop all areas of our business 
to meet the increasing needs of the 
business and its stakeholders.
Copyright Agency will
• launch new branding for Copyright 

Agency to deliver clearer recognition 
and understanding of who we are 
and the role we play

• ensure a smooth introduction 

of the services agreement with 
Viscopy through the development 
of a dedicated team to service the 
needs of visual artists and visual arts 
licensees

• continue to work closely with users 
of information and creative content 
to better understand and meet 
their needs by delivering access to 
valuable content

• negotiate equitable licensing terms 
with the education, government and 
commercial sectors

• make valuable representations 
on behalf of our members to the 
Australian Law Reform Commission 
inquiry into copyright and the digital 
economy

• engage at a meaningful level with 
the publishing and education sector 
through events and specific activities

• identify opportunities for the 
development and enhancement of 
services to rightsholders and users of 
copyright outside Australia.

THE YEAR 
AHEAD

n  FuturEDUCATION Symposium . 
Federation Square in Melbourne, 
September 2012 .
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDREW HENSHAW  
© AUSTRALIAN PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION
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Copyright Agency works within 
a network of international 
partnerships bound together 
through legal agreements. 

Currently we have 34 agreements 
with partner Reproduction Rights 
Organisations (RROs) around the 
world. These bilateral agreements 
allow Australian users to copy foreign 
works and allow licensees in foreign 
countries to copy Australian works. In 
2011–12 Copyright Agency members 
received more than $2 million in 
foreign payments as a direct result of 
these bilaterals.

Active involvement in the 
International Federation of 
Reproduction Rights Organisations 
(IFRRO), a body whose aim is to 
facilitate cooperation amongst RROs, 
ensures that Copyright Agency is 
able to influence the international 
community on the needs and issues 
facing Australian rightsholders here 
and throughout our region. It also 
ensures Copyright Agency is exposed 
to international best practices and 
can pursue new opportunities arising 
from different business models and 
partnerships. Copyright Agency’s CEO 
is a director on the board of IFRRO 
and our General Manager Caroline 
Morgan is Chair of the IFFRO Asia-
Pacific Committee and Chair of the 
IFFRO Legal Issues Committee. Several 
Copyright Agency senior staff also 
act on various IFRRO committees and 
forums.

Copyright Agency is the leading RRO 
in the Asia Pacific region and takes its 
responsibilities to the region seriously. 
By engaging with rightsholders, users 
and governments throughout the 
Asia-Pacific, we hope to strengthen the 
international copyright framework and 
make collective management a viable 
option in countries where it currently 
does not exist. Development work 
this year has focussed specifically on 
Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines.

INTERNATIONAL

n Copyright Agency lawyer Trish Adjei 
participating in IGC discussions held at  
WIPO headquarters, Geneva.  
IMAGE COURTESY OF ROBYN AYRES

TRADITIONAL 
KNOWLEDGE AND 
FOLKLORE
Copyright Agency participated 
in the 19th session of the 
Intergovernmental Committee on 
intellectual property and genetic 
resources, traditional knowledge 
and folklore (IGC). This IGC session 
focused on traditional cultural 
expressions and the enhanced 
protection of Indigenous artistic 
works such as arts and crafts, 
stories and songs. This is of 
relevance to our Indigenous 
members particularly in relation to 
their traditional stories, artworks 
and spiritual beliefs. 

The mandate of the IGC is 
scheduled for renewal in October 
2012 by the World Intellectual 
Property Organization (WIPO) 
General Assemblies. The 
objective of the work of the 
IGC is to develop an instrument 
that improves the protection of 
Indigenous cultural expressions 
and traditional knowledge for all 
signatories.

DALRO RIGHTSPORTAL
In May 2012, Copyright Agency 
reached an agreement with an 
international collecting society, 
the Dramatic, Artistic and Literary 
Rights Organisation of South Africa 
(DALRO) to purchase the Copyright 
Agency rights portal platform to 
implement into the South African 
market . This is expected to be 
released later in 2012 .

CA_AR2012_inside_border.indd   10 6/11/12   7:40 PM
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SHIRLEY SYDENHAM

Shirley has been writing 
educational resources and 
support materials for primary 
teachers and students for 

many years . She has also co-written a 
number of children’s plays .

In 2000 Shirley launched an 
education website with colleague 
and friend Ron Thomas for  
primary students and teachers – 
kidcyber .com .au . This popular 
website receives a substantial 
number of daily visits and contains 
a wealth of information for students 
on a range of topics . Recently the 
site has expanded to include her 
and Ron’s new eBooks which are a 
valuable resource for teachers .

‘The internet is increasingly 
becoming a critical source of 
information for teachers and income 

for writers as we move online. As a 
Copyright Agency member I know that 
my works and intellectual property 
are protected and that I am fairly 
rewarded when my work is used. As 
a professional author with extensive 
online content, this is very important. 
The digital economy will only develop 
so long as it is economically viable for 
us as content producers.’

Shirley Sydenham 
Author

OUR 
MEMBERS

‘The internet is increasingly 
becoming a critical source of 
information for teachers and income 
for writers as we move online.’

n Shirley Sydenham .  
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SAVILLE COBLE
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Copyright Agency works within 
a network of international 
partnerships bound together 
through legal agreements. 

Currently we have 34 agreements 
with partner Reproduction Rights 
Organisations (RROs) around the 
world. These bilateral agreements 
allow Australian users to copy foreign 
works and allow licensees in foreign 
countries to copy Australian works. In 
2011–12 Copyright Agency members 
received more than $2 million in 
foreign payments as a direct result of 
these bilaterals.

Active involvement in the 
International Federation of 
Reproduction Rights Organisations 
(IFRRO), a body whose aim is to 
facilitate cooperation amongst RROs, 
ensures that Copyright Agency is 
able to influence the international 
community on the needs and issues 
facing Australian rightsholders here 
and throughout our region. It also 
ensures Copyright Agency is exposed 
to international best practices and 
can pursue new opportunities arising 
from different business models and 
partnerships. Copyright Agency’s CEO 
is a director on the board of IFRRO 
and our General Manager Caroline 
Morgan is Chair of the IFFRO Asia-
Pacific Committee and Chair of the 
IFFRO Legal Issues Committee. Several 
Copyright Agency senior staff also 
act on various IFRRO committees and 
forums.

Copyright Agency is the leading RRO 
in the Asia Pacific region and takes its 
responsibilities to the region seriously. 
By engaging with rightsholders, users 
and governments throughout the 
Asia-Pacific, we hope to strengthen the 
international copyright framework and 
make collective management a viable 
option in countries where it currently 
does not exist. Development work 
this year has focussed specifically on 
Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines.

INTERNATIONAL

n Copyright Agency lawyer Trish Adjei 
participating in IGC discussions held at  
WIPO headquarters, Geneva.  
IMAGE COURTESY OF ROBYN AYRES

TRADITIONAL 
KNOWLEDGE AND 
FOLKLORE
Copyright Agency participated 
in the 19th session of the 
Intergovernmental Committee on 
intellectual property and genetic 
resources, traditional knowledge 
and folklore (IGC). This IGC session 
focused on traditional cultural 
expressions and the enhanced 
protection of Indigenous artistic 
works such as arts and crafts, 
stories and songs. This is of 
relevance to our Indigenous 
members particularly in relation to 
their traditional stories, artworks 
and spiritual beliefs. 

The mandate of the IGC is 
scheduled for renewal in October 
2012 by the World Intellectual 
Property Organization (WIPO) 
General Assemblies. The 
objective of the work of the 
IGC is to develop an instrument 
that improves the protection of 
Indigenous cultural expressions 
and traditional knowledge for all 
signatories.

DALRO RIGHTSPORTAL
In May 2012, Copyright Agency 
reached an agreement with an 
international collecting society, 
the Dramatic, Artistic and Literary 
Rights Organisation of South Africa 
(DALRO) to purchase the Copyright 
Agency rights portal platform to 
implement into the South African 
market . This is expected to be 
released later in 2012 .
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In 2011–12, Copyright Agency 
membership increased by 4,515, 
bringing total membership to 
24,342. This represents the largest 

number of recruitments in a single 
year and is an 80% increase from just 
two years ago.

Our members are people and 
organisations who own rights in 
information and creative content, 
predominantly words and images. 
Author members remain the largest 
group at 67% and include writers, 
visual artists, journalists, poets, 
photographers, publishers and 
surveyors. Other members are 
publishing houses, online publishers, 
associations and media companies.

Our appointment by the Australian 
Government requires rightsholders 
to be a Copyright Agency member 
to receive payments from statutory 
licence fees. Membership is free. 
Members may also choose to appoint 
us as their non-exclusive agent to 
license their works.

Payments to author and publisher 
members totalled $141,644,452 in 
2011–12, a record distribution total for 
the organisation and its members.

Payments included $114,618,382 to 
authors and publishers; $26,674,729 
to collecting societies in Australia 
and overseas; and $351,340 to visual 
artists for resale royalties collected on 
their behalf.

Of the $114,618,382 distributed 
to authors and publishers who are 
then required to ensure all other 
rightsholders in a work receive 
their entitled share, $18,916,474 
was paid to author members first, 
while $95,701,908 was paid to 
publisher members first for on paying 
distribution.

The types of works which  
appear in the distributions made to  
members represent a broad spread 
of materials from both digital and 
hardcopy sources.

OUR  
MEMBERS

40% 38% 40% 40% 39% 
60% 62% 60% 

60% 61%  11,671   13,823   16,270  
 20,010  

 24,342  

2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012  

Membership Growth 

Publishers Authors Total 

Our members are people and 
organisations who own rights in 
information and creative content, 
predominantly words and images.

Payments to Rightsolders: licence fees (by source)
 

Education - Statutory (66%)

Government - Statutory (19%)

Commercial - Voluntary (13%)

Overseas - Voluntary (2%)

Artists Resale Royalty - Statutory
(less than 1%)

Payments to Rightsholders: by content type
 

Books (43%)

Artistic Works (20%)

Newspapers (11%)

Periodicals (17%)

Other (6%)

Websites (2%)

Print Music
 (less than 1%)
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FIREFLY EDUCATION

An independent Australian 
publisher since 1989, Firefly 
Education is best known for 
its flagship primary school 

programs, iMaths and Sound Waves .
Based in Queensland, Firefly works 

with several teams of authors – all 
active classroom teachers – to deliver 
quality Australian educational products .

By working closely with Australian 
educators, Firefly Education 
understands the needs of teachers in 
the classroom and has already moved 
beyond traditional teaching resources 

of physical books into electronic 
delivery and online interactivity .

‘Copyright Agency works with us 
in partnership and understands the 
needs of the publishing industry 
and its teacher-author members. 
With their commitment to advancing 
technology we have witnessed first-
hand their increasing efficiencies and 
constantly improving communication. 
Our Copyright Agency client manager 
is second to none and is always 
available to work with us.’

Peter Stannard 
Director, Firefly Education

OUR 
MEMBERS

‘Our Copyright 
Agency client 
manager is 
second to none 
and is always 
available to 
work with us.’
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EDUCATION AND 
GOVERNMENT
In Australia, the Copyright Act 1968 
(the Act) provides educational 
institutions, Federal, State and Territory 
Governments and organisations 
assisting people with disabilities legal 
access to copyright material. Copyright 
Agency administers these statutory 
licences on behalf of rightsholders.

In 2011–12 we collected $102.7 
million for usage under the statutory 
licences – the first time licence fees 
exceeded $100 million.

EDUCATION SECTOR 
LICENCES
Schools, universities, TAFEs, private 
colleges and many registered training 
organisations rely on Part VB of the 
Act for simple and legal access to 
copyright material.

As Copyright Agency’s largest 
licensee group, schools across all 
States and Territories are represented 
by the Copyright Advisory Group 
(CAG). We work closely throughout 
the year to monitor usage of copyright 
materials through independently 
conducted surveys. The results are 
used to calculate copyright usage 
rates per student which form the basis 
of the licence fees paid by schools.

Most of our licence agreements 
are based on an agreed, upfront 
rate to enable licensees certainty for 
budgeting.

For example, the fees paid for 
schools for the period 2009–2012 
are based on a flat, per student 
rate. In negotiating this rate, both 
Copyright Agency and schools’ 
representatives take into account the 
likely levels of usage over the three 
year period having regard to past 
usage data. 

Overall, education sector fees  
grew by 4.1% to $93.3m, with over 

90% of fees coming from schools 
$58.6m (4.1% increase) and universities 
$26.3m (3.1% increase).  Fees 
from independent education and 
TAFE sectors were $4.5m (10.3% 
increase) and $4.0m (3.6% increase) 
respectively.

GOVERNMENT SECTOR 
LICENCES
Commonwealth, State and Territory 
Government departments and 
agencies rely on the government 
statutory licence for access to copyright 
material for their day-to-day needs.

Government sector revenue in 
2011–12 was $9.4 million, a 6.1% 
decline from the previous year.  
The decline in States and Territories 
revenue was a direct result of 
restructures and a decrease in 
government employee numbers.  
At the same time, revenue from  
the Commonwealth grew by 4.1% to  
$3.1 million through increased 
engagement with the Attorney-
General’s Department ensuring 
greater efficiencies in licence 
management.

OUR 
LICENSEES

Most of 
our licence 
agreements are 
based on an 
agreed, upfront 
rate to enable 
licensees 
certainty for 
budgeting.

Payments to Rightsolders: licence fees (by source)
 

Education - Statutory (66%)

Government - Statutory (19%)

Commercial - Voluntary (13%)

Overseas - Voluntary (2%)

Artists Resale Royalty - Statutory
(less than 1%)

Payments to Rightsholders: by content type
 

Books (43%)

Artistic Works (20%)

Newspapers (11%)

Periodicals (17%)

Other (6%)

Websites (2%)

Print Music
 (less than 1%)
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MURDOCH COLLEGE

Murdoch College is a leading 
secondary, co-educational 
and non-denominational 
college sharing a campus, 

facilities and academic expertise  
with Murdoch University in Perth, 
Western Australia .

This unique, collaborative education 
initiative between the Alexander 
Education Group and Murdoch 
University offers high quality teaching 
and learning to students making 
full advantage of the best of their 
combined resources .

High-tech equipment, motivated 
teaching staff, the latest curriculum 
initiatives, access to premium content, 
optimum class sizes, individualised 
student support and a dynamic 
learning environment provide an 

ideal combination for academic 
achievement .

‘The statutory licence managed 
by Copyright Agency supports our 
teaching approach at Murdoch. 
It gives us access to the world of 
information in a range of formats that 
allow our teachers to really connect 
with our students. As we transition 
between printed and digital content, 
we have the luxury of sharing the 
most up-to-date, quality and reliable 
information while still allowing our 
teaching staff the creative freedom 
to deliver in ways that resonate with 
students. Ultimately, this licence 
delivers solutions.’

Diana McGivern M.Ed, B.Com, B.Sc 
Principal, Murdoch College

OUR 
LICENSEES

‘Ultimately, 
this licence 
delivers 
solutions.’

n Murdoch College  
secondary students . 
IMAGE COURTESY OF MURDOCH COLLEGE
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COMMERCIAL LICENSING
Copyright Agency works to find 
new ways to engage corporate 
Australia, helping to meet the needs 
of business and other organisations 
through the delivery of tailored, 
licensing solutions.

Copyright Agency provides 
licences for large corporations, 
small/medium enterprises, sole 
traders, public relations firms, media 
monitoring, document delivery and 
publishers. The not-for-profit sector 
is also well catered for with specific 
licences for religious and other 
associations and local government.

This year, fees from commercial 
licensing were $16.6 million, a 4.5% 
growth on the previous year’s figure. 
This was derived from a 32% growth 
in corporate licensing including new 
licence agreements and a 179% 
revenue growth in transactional 
licences through the online rights 
portal launched in the previous 
financial year.

The rights portal facilitates 
transactional rights clearances for 
content owners for nominated works. 
A significant step this year 
was an agreement with 
Fairfax Media providing a 
‘reprints and permission’ 
link for stories published 
on both The Sydney 
Morning Herald and The 
Age websites.

OUR  
LICENSEES

Copyright 
Agency 
works to find 
new ways 
to engage 
corporate 
Australia...
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OUR  
LICENSEES

‘... importance 
of access to 
information 
cannot be 
understated.’

BLACKMORES

In the Australian natural healthcare 
sector, Blackmores is an iconic 
brand, marketing an extensive 
range of vitamin and dietary 

supplements . They work in a 
highly regulated and competitive 
environment where the importance 
of access to information cannot be 
understated .

‘The Copyright Agency licence 
allows us the freedom to utilise content 
and ensure our employees have the 
resources to assist our retail partners 
in gaining a better understanding of 
our products and the complementary 
healthcare industry. Information is 
also used by our training, education 
and website authors to write content 
for our training, presentations and 
eNewsletters.’

Narelle McGinty from Blackmores 
says that content is used on a daily 
basis and is essential in both internal 
and external service delivery .

‘Blackmores continually reviews 
its corporate governance and 
compliance programs to ensure there 
is an understanding of the regulatory 
environment and that appropriate 
processes and procedures are 
adopted to maintain compliance – 
which includes copyright.’

Narelle McGinty 
Medical Information Associate and 
Librarian, Blackmores

n Narelle McGinty .
PHOTOGRAPHY BY NICK CUBBIN
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2011–12 
showed total revenue of $126.1 
million, with growth of 2.6% from 
the previous year. Licence fees 
and royalties of $122.1 million in 
2011–12 were an increase of 3.8% 
from 2010–11 as resale royalties 
themselves grew by almost 80% 
to $0.44m in the second full year 
of the scheme’s operation.

Net interest income of $4 
million was received from the 
trust fund investment, meeting 
expectations against lower 
market interest rates and trust 
fund balances over the year as 
distributions were made more 
effectively.

Expenditure of $17.9 million 
was incurred in 2011–12 with 
an expenditure ratio of 14.2%, a 
$1.7million increase from the prior 
year. Almost half of this increase 
resulted from depreciation costs 
of the new business system.

REVENUE AND 
EXPENDITURE 
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EXPENDITURE AGAINST 
REVENUE: RATIO
The average expenditure against 
revenue ratio was 14.1% over five 
years. 2011–12 expenditure of 
$17.9 million was $0.5m higher 
than the $17.4m incurred in 
2007–08. There was a general 
downward trend across the five 
years from 15.0% in 2007–08 to 
14.2% in 2011–12. 

TRUST FUND
Distribution payments totalling 
$141.6 million was the highest 
annual distribution payment and 
$5.1 million above the previous 
record of $136.5 million in 
2009–10.

The trust fund balance of  
$44.2 million at June 2012 was 
the lowest balance over the last 
five years with a decrease of 
$56.8 million from $101 million 
in 2007–08 reflecting more 
efficient payment methods and 
an investment in new business 
systems.
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This year saw Copyright 
Agency continue to reach 
out to connect and support 
members, licensees and 

stakeholders through both new 
and existing relationships across 
the community and through new 
industry channels.

MEMBERSHIP 
ENGAGEMENT
Along with regular discussions 
held with individual members, 
Copyright Agency’s annual program 
of briefings, events, meetings 
and seminars are designed to 
not only provide updates on 
our activities, but also create an 
opportunity for our members 
to meet with us face-to-face, 
providing better understanding 
from both sides. This year’s events 
included Copyconnect information 
and networking events in Perth, 
Canberra, Darwin, Brisbane, 
Adelaide, Sydney and Melbourne.

The 2012 CEO Boardroom 
discussions were held with 
publisher members in Sydney and 
Melbourne, providing connections 
between Copyright Agency and 
Australian educational publishers.

LICENSEE ENGAGEMENT
Work within the corporate sector 
this year included collaboration 
with the Australian Corporate 
Lawyers Association (ACLA) on 
a professional development 
workshop on copyright skills. The 
half day course was designed 
by Copyright Agency and ACLA 
and offered in-house lawyers the 
opportunity to gain important skills 
to effectively manage copyright 
and refresh themselves on key 
elements of the Act relevant to 
today’s digital workplace. The 
course was presented in both 
Sydney and Melbourne by Alec 
Christie, a leading intellectual 
property lawyer and partner at  
DLA Piper.

WORKSHOPS AND 
SEMINARS
Throughout the year Copyright 
Agency was invited to conduct 
workshops or take the role of a 
guest speaker or panel chair at 
a number of key conferences 
and events. These included the 
Australian Compliance Institute 
Annual Conference; Australian 
Association of Practice Managers 
Conference; Public Relations 
Institute of Australia; Australian 
Scientific Congress; International 
Association of Business 
Communicators; !deas11: Creating 
Learning Futures and Primary 
English Teachers Association of 
Australia. 

Copyright Agency’s 2012 annual 
seminar, Digital Publishing Today 
focused on the development of 
digital publishing in Australia today, 
launching the Digital Publishing 
Australia website as a new industry 
resource. Held in February, the 
seminar was filmed and placed 
online for all members to access and 
was our most successful seminar to 
date with seats fully booked weeks 
in advance.

ARTLIKE
In 2011, Copyright Agency launched 
Artlike on our Copyright Agency 
Resale Royalty Facebook page.  
Emerging artists are encouraged 
to post their work and the winner 
is chosen by the social media 
community through the number of 
likes received. Artlike is designed 
to provide a platform for new artists 
to reach broader audiences.

ENGAGEMENT

Get 2012 off to a great start and join us for an ACLA 
professional development workshop on copyright 
skills. This half day program covers the important skills 

you need to effectively manage copyright on behalf of your 
organisation. It refreshes the key elements of the Copyright Act 
relevant to today’s digital workplace. It tackles the challenge of 
the modern organisation as both user and creator of copyright 
material and provides in-house counsel with the skills to 
identify and solve the challenge of compliance and protection.

 COURSE BENEFITS
n Refresh your copyright knowledge  
n Develop the skills to assess copyright risk
n Hear ways to effectively protect your own  

company’s copyright 
n Learn methods for implementing compliance frameworks 
n Gain an insight into recent cases and trends

 WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
n Lawyers whose primary expertise is not copyright or IP 

but still have the responsibility in-house for managing it
n Lawyers who are interested in copyright

 PRESENTER
Alec Christie   
Partner, DLA Piper

Alec has over 20 years’ experience 
in intellectual property (IP). He 
advises clients on strategies for 
capturing and protecting intellectual 
property generated within their 
organisation (and groups of 
companies), commercialisation 
of IP, research and development programs, joint technology 
developments, training agreements and IP holding structures 
and strategies. Alec has been recognised as one of Australia’s 
leading lawyers for intellectual property in publications 
including Best Lawyers, the Australian Financial Review,  
Chambers Global publication The World’s Leading Lawyers and 
The Asia Pacific Legal 500.  

 DETAILS
Sydney:   Thursday, 29 March 2012  

(8.30am – 12.30pm) 
DLA Piper – Level 38,  
201 Elizabeth Street Sydney

Melbourne:   Tuesday, 17 April 2012  
(8.30am – 12.30pm) 
DLA Piper – Level 21,  
140 William Street Melbourne

Cost:  ACLA member $220 incl GST    
Non-member $300 incl GST

 MCLE/CPD POINTS
3 points

 SCHEDULE

8.30am – 9.00am Registration

9.00am – 9.45am Copyright Act 1968: Key elements 

9.45am – 10.30am Safeguarding your organisation’s IP 

10.30am – 10.45am Break

10.45am – 11.30am  Copyright compliance: staff and 
workflow

11.30am –  12.30pm   Recent cases, scenario workshop  
and Q&A 

A complimentary lunch will be provided by DLA Piper from 
12.30pm – 1.30pm after each session. All attendees are 
encouraged to stay and network with colleagues.

Go online to register your details now and secure 
your place at www.acla.com.au

COPYRIGHT 
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The first round closed in 
November 2011 and was won by 
David Bradbury’s Woman and baby 
reflected in the mirror. Originally 
from England, David is based in 
Sydney and has been painting since 
he was a child. While he paints all 
sorts of subjects, David says he most 
enjoys portraits. ‘I’m not inspired to 
paint landscapes but people are 
endlessly fascinating, even if they 
are maddeningly difficult to paint’. 

Perth based artist David Spencer 
won the second round in February 
2012 with his work, It’s time to see 
(2011). David has been showing his 
colourful, industrial style paintings in 
solo and group exhibitions across 
the country. It’s time to see is a 
mixed media painting on canvas. 
David said on his winning entry, 
‘It was inspired from a recent trip 
to Italy, in particular Sorrento on 
the way to Positano. The colourful 
buildings scattered along the cliff 
faces; the deep ocean blue. It was 
truly a stunning place to be’.

The third round closed on 31 
May, attracting the highest number 

of entries to date. April White’s 
Unconscious Insight was the winning 
entry. She studied Fine Art at York 
University, Toronto and refined 
her skills by absorbing as much as 
she could from travelling through 
North America, Europe, Asia and 
Australasia. Now a Sydney resident, 
April works full time at Lennox Street 
Studios in Newtown and her work 
has been recognised in a number of 
awards across the country.

n Left: David Spencer, It’s time to see (2011)  
© DAVID SPENCER

n Above left: David Bradbury, Woman and 
baby reflected in the mirror © DAVID BRADBURY

n Above: April White, Unconscious Insight 
©APRIL WHITE
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This year saw Copyright 
Agency continue to reach 
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ONLINE PAYMENT SYSTEM 
The way we make payments to our 
members was transformed in 2011–12. 
Members are now able to activate 
their own online member accounts 
for faster distributions as well as 
information on their payments.

Copyright Agency also made its 
first distribution under the direct 
payment method in December 
2011, allowing those members with 
registered works to receive payments 
for their own share of those works, 
directly from Copyright Agency.

For the direct payment service, 
members register their work details 
and the contractual payment shares 
for their published titles through their 
online member accounts. Once the 
title is registered with all payment 
shares entered, the work is verified 
with the other shareholders and the 
members are then paid directly each 
time their work is allocated money 
from a Copyright Agency distribution 
without the need for further 
confirmation of ownership.

The direct payment system saves 
members time and effort  by removing 
the requirement for on-payments 
to other shareholders and filling out 
claim forms, while also providing a 
more efficient and transparent way of 
distributing payments.

DIGITAL 
DEVELOPMENTS

A guide to  
Digital Publishing  
in Australia 2012
News, views and perspectives on  
the world of digital publishing

DIGITAL PUBLISHING 
AUSTRALIA
The Digital Publishing Australia 
(DPA) website was launched in 
February 2012 in response to 
feedback from members wanting 
to know more about eBook 
publishing. Copyright Agency 
worked with publishers and 
authors across the industry to 
produce an educational resource 
for those wishing to learn or 
share their experiences about 
digital publishing.

Primarily designed for small 
to medium sized publishers, 
the website delivers detailed 
‘how to’ information about 
digital publishing as well as an 
introductory guide – available  
as a PDF and as a free  
download – from 
digitalpublishingaustralia.org.au

The DPA website complements 
the guide, with the latest news 
and developments in digital 
publishing plus interviews 
and case studies with industry 
professionals who share their 
views and experiences with 
digital publishing.
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COPYWATCH
In January 2012, Copyright Agency launched Copywatch (copywatch.org.au)  
a website aimed at making businesses more aware of their obligations for 
compliance under the Copyright Act. This industry-wide initiative follows 
the model used in the UK by Copyright Licensing Agency and provides 
information to the business sector on copyright and how a company can 
meet their copyright obligations.

LEARNING 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
PLUGIN
Increasingly, educational 
institutions are using learning 
management systems (LMSs) to 
not only deliver digital content 
to students but to document, 
track and report on educational 
programs. Keeping track of the 
copyright for this digital content 
can be burdensome for educators 
and administrators responsible for 
subscriptions and reporting.

With this in mind, Copyright 
Agency commissioned the 
development of a copyright-
tracking plug-in for the commonly 
used LMS, Moodle. This is 
designed to fill the gaps in 
Moodle’s current reporting ability 
and to be fully flexible for use by 
all of our licensees.

The plug-in can be configured 
to meet the needs of specific 
institutions or groups including 
the required collection period, 
questions for classifying material 
and the type of information to be 
recorded about the material. Once 
Copyright Agency and the licensee 
have agreed upon the information 
parameters, the plug-in can be 
configured to deliver accordingly.

In the long term, the plug-in will 
be a platform that any licensee 
could choose to use to manage 
their copyright and meet their 
reporting requirements under the 
terms of their licence. Additionally, 
administrators will be able to use 
the system to keep track of their 
copyright licences for different 
products and publications.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Copyright Agency also took some significant 
steps forward in social media by including a twitter 
feed - @DigitalPubOz - on the DPA website and 
launching its own Word Press blog copyrightagency.
wordpress.com to generate discussion and debate 
about the copyright industry.

The Copyright Agency Twitter account  
twitter.com/copyrightagency, Facebook page 
www.facebook.com/CopyrightAgencyLimited 
and YouTube channel www.youtube.com/user/
CopyrightAgencyLtd all continued to generate a 
strong social media presence throughout the year.

Members can now access information and 
updates about the Copyright Agency business 
and industry events any time online at their own 
convenience via each of these online channels.
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The Copyright Agency 
Cultural Fund provides the 
opportunity to give back 
to the creative sectors that 

support our content producers 
through funding that is agreed by 
members as a 1.5% allocation of 
collected licence fees.

The Fund supports a wide variety 
of projects that assist writers, 
artists, publishers and others in 
the Australian cultural community 
to deliver new initiatives for new 
audiences or enable greater 
access to the diversity of works that 
contribute to our Australian cultural 
heritage.

This financial year the Cultural 
Fund supported The Big Issue’s 
annual fiction edition. Published in 
August 2011, it featured original short 
stories from popular fiction author 
Nick Earls, Miles Franklin Award-
winner Frank Moorhouse and Peggy 
Frew. There was also an extract 
from a new novel, Animal People, by 
Charlotte Wood.

The Big Issue is a fortnightly, 
independent magazine that is sold 

by authorised vendors in Melbourne, 
Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, 
Canberra and regional Victoria. 
Vendors come from a range of 
disadvantaged backgrounds, including 
mental illness, homelessness, long-
term unemployment, disability, drug 
and alcohol dependency and family 
breakdown. 

The Fund also supported the 
Two Generations project which 
aims to foster cultural links between 
China and Australia. Two young 
Chinese curators from OrganHaus 
in Chongqing and Studio 943 in 
Kunming, travelled to Australia to 
meet with Australian artists and 
gallery directors to discuss hosting 
exhibitions and artist residencies  
in China.

Arts Law Centre of Australia 
received funding from the Cultural 
Fund for their Artists in the Black 
Wills Project. This is an important 
project delivering intellectual 
property training and wills drafting 
sessions to Indigenous artists. As 
part of the project, Arts Law Centre 
staff and other professionals travel 

CULTURAL 
FUND

n  Matt Pieterse (Gadens Lawyers) and 
Trish Adjei (Copyright Agency) signing a 
will with Ninuku artist, Margaret Donegan 
in Kalka Community, Anangu Pitjantjatjara 
Yankunytjatjara Lands as part of the Artists 
in the Black Wills Project.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRONWYN TAYLOR  
© ARTS LAW CENTRE OF AUSTRALIA 2012
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to these communities to share their 
expertise, deliver training workshops 
and will drafting sessions for artists 
in remote regions of Australia.

Supporting our licensees in 
education while assisting the visual 
arts sector, the Cultural Fund also 
sponsored ARTEXPRESS. This 
project showcases outstanding 
student artwork submissions that 
form part of the NSW Higher School 
Certificate Visual Arts examination. 
Support from the Cultural Fund 
allowed for the exhibition to travel to 
regional and metropolitan galleries 
where it is used as a valuable 
teaching resource for visual arts 
teachers. 

The ARTEXPRESS 2012 Copyright 
Agency Cultural Fund Excellence 
Award was presented to Maclaren 
Wall for his work, Pressing 
Questions. Copyright Agency staff 
also engaged with audiences at the 
ARTEXPRESS Teacher Days held at 
locations around NSW.

A complete list of funded projects 
is available on the Copyright Agency 
website.

$0k $50k $100k $150k $200k $250k $300k 

Advocacy & Research 
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Digital Development 

Education/Training/Workshop 

Festival/Event 

Individual /Career Development 
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Residency/Fellowship 

Cultural Fund Projects by Recipent Category 

‘The Copyright 
Agency Cultural 
Fund has 
invested more 
than $12 million 
into the cultural 
community  
since 1995’

n The Big Issue #388, 30 August –  
12 September 2011.  
IMAGE COURTESY OF THE BIG ISSUE AUSTRALIA.  
COVER ILLUSTRATION BY ULRIKE MEUTZNER
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Copyright Agency was 
appointed by the Australian 
Government in 2010 to 
manage the artists’ resale 

royalty scheme which entitles artists 
to royalties from resales of their 
works.

After two years of operation, the 
scheme has generated more than 
$830,000 in royalties for over 430 
artists with more than 4,300 resales.

During 2011–12, Copyright Agency 
coordinated a range of activities to 
support the scheme. Much of this 
activity focused on raising awareness 
of the artists’ resale royalty scheme 
among art market professionals 
(art dealers, galleries and auction 
houses) and visual artists. 

Activities included meeting with 
galleries and art dealers including 
remote Indigenous art centres. 
Information sessions were also 
held at industry events such as the 
Cairns Indigenous Art Fair, This is 
Not Art Festival, Outpost Cockatoo 
Island, Wesfarmers Indigenous 
Arts Fellowship and Accelerate 
Indigenous Leadership Program.

Particular attention was paid to the 
development and implementation of 
an education and communications 
strategy and marketing campaign 
about the scheme for both art market 
professionals and artists.

This included the resale royalty 
eNewsletter and leveraging social 
media platforms like Twitter and 
Facebook to deliver key messages.

The Art Market Advisory Panel 
continues to provide information 
about the scheme to the art market 
profession as well as delivering 
valuable input on engaging with the 
art market community, helping them 
meet their obligations under the 
scheme.

A targeted registration campaign 
was run through artist-run initiatives, 
regional and university galleries, 

assisted by media interviews to raise 
overall awareness of the scheme.

Many artists owed royalties 
under the scheme are Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islanders who 
live in remote areas and can 
be difficult to reach. Copyright 
Agency is successfully reaching 
artists through a variety of means, 
including through Indigenous art 
centres and agents and this year, 
a wills and resale royalty visit to 
Papunya Tula art centre in Kintore, 
NT and surrounding communities 
in partnership with the Arts Law 
Centre.

Radio campaigns for the artists’ 
resale royalty scheme were also 
produced and broadcast in 11 
Indigenous languages from areas 
with the highest resales or strong 
primary sales that are most likely to 
lead to qualifying resales.

Artist Jasper Knight at 
work on Jeffrey Smart
Photograph Richard Birch. 

The Australian Government has appointed Copyright 
Agency to manage the resale royalty scheme.

All too often, Australia’s artists don’t see the full 
value of their work, especially when it is resold. 
That’s where the resale royalty scheme comes in. 
It’s all about making sure that the people who 
created the work get their fair share of the benefi t.

Since the scheme was launched in 2010 we’ve been 
pleased by the number of eligible resales reported. 
Many art dealers, galleries and auction houses have 
provided sales information, which means we’ve 
been able to pay royalties to artists.

We want to do more to help our artists. 

And we want to do more to help all involved in the
resale royalty scheme. 

If you’re a dealer, gallery or auction house and are 
not sure about legal obligations under the scheme, 
or you need help with reporting resales, we can help.
Contact our  Resale Royalty Manager, 
Judy Grady on 1800 066 844 (toll free), 
or jgrady@copyright.com.au

IT’S ABOUT AUSTRALIA’S ARTISTS

resale
royalty

Mandy Martin at work on 
‘An ill wind’ in her Sydney studio. 
Photograph Greg Weight.

IT’S ABOUT AUSTRALIA’S ARTISTS
resale royalty

The Australian Government has appointed Copyright 
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not sure about legal obligations under the scheme, 
or you need help with reporting resales, we can help.
Contact our  Resale Royalty Manager, 
Judy Grady on 1800 066 844 (toll free), 
or jgrady@copyright.com.au

Kamahi Djordon King 
at work on Of Earth and Sky 
Photograph Saville Coble. 
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ROYALTIES 
FOR ARTISTS

‘Many artists owed royalties under 
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areas and can be difficult to reach.’
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Copyright Agency was 
appointed by the Australian 
Government in 2010 to 
manage the artists’ resale 

royalty scheme which entitles artists 
to royalties from resales of their 
works.

After two years of operation, the 
scheme has generated more than 
$830,000 in royalties for over 430 
artists with more than 4,300 resales.

During 2011–12, Copyright Agency 
coordinated a range of activities to 
support the scheme. Much of this 
activity focused on raising awareness 
of the artists’ resale royalty scheme 
among art market professionals 
(art dealers, galleries and auction 
houses) and visual artists. 

Activities included meeting with 
galleries and art dealers including 
remote Indigenous art centres. 
Information sessions were also 
held at industry events such as the 
Cairns Indigenous Art Fair, This is 
Not Art Festival, Outpost Cockatoo 
Island, Wesfarmers Indigenous 
Arts Fellowship and Accelerate 
Indigenous Leadership Program.

Particular attention was paid to the 
development and implementation of 
an education and communications 
strategy and marketing campaign 
about the scheme for both art market 
professionals and artists.

This included the resale royalty 
eNewsletter and leveraging social 
media platforms like Twitter and 
Facebook to deliver key messages.

The Art Market Advisory Panel 
continues to provide information 
about the scheme to the art market 
profession as well as delivering 
valuable input on engaging with the 
art market community, helping them 
meet their obligations under the 
scheme.

A targeted registration campaign 
was run through artist-run initiatives, 
regional and university galleries, 

assisted by media interviews to raise 
overall awareness of the scheme.

Many artists owed royalties 
under the scheme are Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islanders who 
live in remote areas and can 
be difficult to reach. Copyright 
Agency is successfully reaching 
artists through a variety of means, 
including through Indigenous art 
centres and agents and this year, 
a wills and resale royalty visit to 
Papunya Tula art centre in Kintore, 
NT and surrounding communities 
in partnership with the Arts Law 
Centre.

Radio campaigns for the artists’ 
resale royalty scheme were also 
produced and broadcast in 11 
Indigenous languages from areas 
with the highest resales or strong 
primary sales that are most likely to 
lead to qualifying resales.

Artist Jasper Knight at 
work on Jeffrey Smart
Photograph Richard Birch. 

The Australian Government has appointed Copyright 
Agency to manage the resale royalty scheme.

All too often, Australia’s artists don’t see the full 
value of their work, especially when it is resold. 
That’s where the resale royalty scheme comes in. 
It’s all about making sure that the people who 
created the work get their fair share of the benefi t.

Since the scheme was launched in 2010 we’ve been 
pleased by the number of eligible resales reported. 
Many art dealers, galleries and auction houses have 
provided sales information, which means we’ve 
been able to pay royalties to artists.

We want to do more to help our artists. 

And we want to do more to help all involved in the
resale royalty scheme. 

If you’re a dealer, gallery or auction house and are 
not sure about legal obligations under the scheme, 
or you need help with reporting resales, we can help.
Contact our  Resale Royalty Manager, 
Judy Grady on 1800 066 844 (toll free), 
or jgrady@copyright.com.au
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Mandy Martin at work on 
‘An ill wind’ in her Sydney studio. 
Photograph Greg Weight.
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The Australian Government has appointed Copyright 
Agency to manage the resale royalty scheme.

All too often, Australia’s artists don’t see the full 
value of their work, especially when it is resold. 
That’s where the resale royalty scheme comes in. 
It’s all about making sure that the people who 
created the work get their fair share of the benefi t.

Since the scheme was launched in 2010 we’ve been 
pleased by the number of eligible resales reported. 
Many art dealers, galleries and auction houses have 
provided sales information, which means we’ve 
been able to pay royalties to artists.

We want to do more to help our artists. 

And we want to do more to help all involved in the
resale royalty scheme. 

If you’re a dealer, gallery or auction house and are 
not sure about legal obligations under the scheme, 
or you need help with reporting resales, we can help.
Contact our  Resale Royalty Manager, 
Judy Grady on 1800 066 844 (toll free), 
or jgrady@copyright.com.au

Kamahi Djordon King 
at work on Of Earth and Sky 
Photograph Saville Coble. 

The Australian Government has appointed Copyright 
Agency to manage the resale royalty scheme.

All too often, Australia’s artists don’t see the full 
value of their work, especially when it is resold. 
That’s where the resale royalty scheme comes in. 
It’s all about making sure that the people who 
created the work get their fair share of the benefi t.

Since the scheme was launched in 2010 we’ve 
been pleased by the number of eligible resales 
reported. Many art dealers, galleries and auction 
houses have provided sales information, which 
means we’ve been able to pay royalties to artists.

We want to do more to help our artists. 

And we want to do more to help all involved in the
resale royalty scheme. 

If you’re a dealer, gallery or auction house and are 
not sure about legal obligations under the scheme, 
or you need help with reporting resales, we can help.
Contact our  Resale Royalty Manager, 
Judy Grady on 1800 066 844 (toll free), 
or jgrady@copyright.com.au
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the scheme are Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islanders who live in remote 
areas and can be difficult to reach.’
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